Course title
Course code

Country Studies (Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Belarus)

Branch of science

History

Credits

3

ECTS

4.50

The total audience hours 48
Number of lectures 16
Seminars and practical work hours
32
Course developer (s) Dr.philol. doc. Inna Dvorecka
Course summary
The course is designed for bachelor's program "Eastern culture and business communication" students.
The course aims to introduce students to the Eastern European countries and their development
regularities with Eastern cultures and their mutual relations specifics.
Results
Students
- are able to practically use the acquired knowledge of intercultural communication
process: - understand the role on the Eastern European countries' development
regularities; - understand the logic of intercultural relations.
Course plan
Course structure: 24 hours. - Lectures, 24 h. - Workshops
Lecture topics:
1.
Introduction. Country-specific studies as humanities sector. Course subject matter and purpose.
National studies as interdisciplinary research sphere.
2.
Eastern problem. Eastern concept of the generation and use of tradition. Eastern Europe as a
unity. Eastern European development specifics. Border phenomenon.
3.
Geographical position. Eastern European countries natural conditions common characteristics.
Typical landscapes. Natural elements of national symbols: common and different. Climatic zones as a
precondition for economic development.
4.
Geography and culture. Eastern European cultural landscape. Rural and urban. The capital city
and the province.
5 Eastern European demographic trends. Eastern European population, thickness. Migration processes.
Urban and rural population ratio, public priorities.
6 Eastern European national map. Identity problems. Multiculturalism as a key feature of Eastern
Europe. Eastern European ethnic composition and its changes over time. Country image building:
perception of themselves and others. National symbols and the most important myths. Mental maps
crossroads (Latgale and Podlasie phenomena).
7.
Religion and State. Religious division and its impact on society. Role of religion in public life.
Religious tolerance level.
8.
Insight into the history of the Eastern European countries. Baltic and Slavic tribes in Eastern
territory. Russian, Belarusian, Polish, Latvian and Lithuanian peoples of historical destinies, mutual
relationship.
9.
The most important historic events in Eastern Europe and the attitude towards each country.
History of the national versions: victories, tragedies, folk heroes, friend and enemy characters. 10.
Political system. State: the legislative system, the executive and the courts. Parliamentary or presidential
republic. Foreign policy priorities and orientation. Mutual cooperation. Internal policies the most
important directions.
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11. Science and Education. Educational system: reforms and orientation. Education traditions.
Secondary education. Higher Education. Degree system. Scientific life: the priority sectors and
perspectives.
International projects.
12. A person on a daily basis. Traditional culture and globalization trends. Youth subcultures.
Distraction.
Seminar topics:
1. L.Vulf book "Inventing Eastern Europe" analysis.
2. Eastern Europe the most important geographical objects: mountains, plains, lakes, rivers - the
meaning and use.
3. The issues of ecology and nature protection in Eastern Europe: reserves and national parks.
4. The city as a cultural phenomenon. Eastern European Capitals.
5. Tourism development in Eastern Europe. Tourism opportunities and types.
6. Ethnic stereotypes. Lazarija book "Polish and Russian soul" deliberation.
7. Latgale phenomenon: essays (a collection of articles "Latgale as a cultural border" materials) 8/
States and bounds from the Middle Ages to the XX century, 90 years.
9.days of celebration and festive calendars: key trends.
10. Internal policies underlying trends: the main political parties.
11. The tradition of higher education in Eastern European countries. The most famous universities.
12 Sports Development in Eastern Europe.
Individual work:
- Eastern Europe reserves and national parks reports
- Eastern capital reports
- Latgale as a cultural border: reports after the collection of articles
"Latgale as a cultural border" materials
- Eastern European countries main political parties reports
- University of Eastern European countries reports
- Eastern Europe Favorite sports reports
Requirements for credits
Regular attendance and active work in seminars 30%, independent work execution of 30%, final
examination 40%.
Basic Training
1. Otfinoski Steven. The Baltic Republics. New York, 2004.
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Course content
Lecture topics:
1. Ievads.Valsts studies as humanities sector. Course subject matter and purpose. National studies as
interdisciplinary research sphere.
2. Eastern problem. Eastern concept of the generation and use of tradition. Eastern Europe as a unity.
Eastern European development specifics. Border phenomenon.
3. Geographical position. Eastern European countries natural conditions common characteristics.
Typical
for economic development.
4. Geography and culture. Eastern European cultural landscape. Rural and urban. The capital city and
the province.
5 Eastern European demographic trends. Eastern European population, thickness. Migration processes.
Urban and rural population ratio, public priorities.
6 Eastern European national map. Identity problems. Multiculturalism as a key feature of Eastern
Europe. Eastern European ethnic composition and its changes over time. Country image building:
perception of themselves and others. National symbols and the most important myths. Mental maps
crossroads (Latgale and Podlasie phenomena).
7.
Religion and State. Religious division and its impact on society. Role of religion in public life.
Religious tolerance level.
8.
Insight into the history of the Eastern European countries. Baltic and Slavic tribes in Eastern
territory. Russian, Belarusian, Polish, Latvian and Lithuanian peoples of historical destinies, mutual
relationship.
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9.
The most important historic events in Eastern Europe and the attitude towards each country.
History of the national versions: victories, tragedies, folk heroes, friend and enemy characters. 10.
Political system. State: the legislative system, the executive and the courts. Parliamentary or presidential
republic. Foreign policy priorities and orientation. Mutual cooperation. Internal policies the most
important directions. 11. Science and Education. Educational system: reforms and orientation.
Education traditions. Secondary education. Higher Education. Degree system. Scientific life: the
priority sectors and perspectives.
International projects.
12. A person on a daily basis. Traditional culture and globalization trends. Youth subcultures.
Distraction.
Seminar topics:
1. L.Vulf book "Inventing Eastern Europe" analysis.
2. Eastern Europe the most important geographical objects: mountains, plains, lakes, rivers - the
meaning and use.
3. The issues of ecology and nature protection in Eastern Europe: reserves and national parks.
4. The city as a cultural phenomenon. Eastern European Capitals.
5. Tourism development in Eastern Europe. Tourism opportunities and types.
6. Ethnic stereotypes. Lazarija book "Polish and Russian soul" deliberation.
7. Latgale phenomenon: essays (a collection of articles "Latgale as a cultural border" materials) 8
States and bounds from the Middle Ages to the XX century, 90 years.
9, a day of celebration and festive calendars: key trends.
10. Internal policies underlying trends: the main political parties.
11. The tradition of higher education in Eastern European countries. The most famous universities.
12 Sports Development in Eastern Europe.
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